
Objective:

 to assess the relation between sampled soil organic carbon (SOC)

concentrations and two different soil erosion estimates: (1) visual

assessment (WOCAT) and (2) a process-based model (PESERA)
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Study-site:

 Peristerona watershed, Cyprus
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Methodology (1/2):

Grid sampling (Cohen et al., 2011)

• Land use: Various

• Point sampling

• Sampling depth: 25 cm

• n= 29 (1 sample per 2.2 x 2.2 km2)

• Scale: Land use unit

Paired-sites (Djuma et al., 2020)

• Productive and abandoned vineyards

• Composite of 5 samples

• Sampling depth: 10 cm

• n= 22 (11 productive, 11 abandoned)

• Scale: Site

Visual assessment (Djuma et al.,

2017)

• World Overview of Conservation 

Approaches and Technologies 

(WOCAT) (Liniger et al., 2008)

• Scale: Land use unit

Model assessment

• Pan-European Soil Erosion Risk 

Assessment (PESERA) 

• Scale: Hillslope

Soil erosion

Soil organic carbon (%) 
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Flowchart



Methodology (2/2):

WOCAT questionnaire application (visual estimation):

PESERA model application (processed based erosion model):
-Process-based erosion model (t h-1 yr-1) for hill slopes (visual-basic with excel).

-Division of a slope transect into 10 segments with different sizes and view the model outcomes 

for the SOC sampled segment.

WOCAT assessment

Paired-sites and PESERA application segments 

(left: productive, right: abandoned vineyard)

Soil sampling
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Results (1/3):

Improved land-use and WOCAT erosion classes
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No or light erosion Moderate 

erosion

Results (2/3):

Grid-sampled SOC versus WOCAT assessment
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Results (3/3):

Paired-site SOC versus PESERA model
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Conclusions, discussions and outlook:
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1. Both grid sampled SOC (%) versus WOCAT assessments and paired-

site SOC versus PESERA model estimations indicate that higher

erosion rates mean lower SOC levels or lower SOC means higher

erosion.

2. For better assessing such relations per land use, WOCAT assessment

can be extended to a wider area, covering more land use and SOC data

(using Geochemical Atlas of Cyprus (Cohen et al., 2011)).

3. To integrate the presented methods, paired-sites (light erosion and

strong erosion) with representative land use (not only vineyards) can be

identified in the extended WOCAT assessment, soil samples can be

collected and the PESERA model can be applied to these paired-sites.

4. PESERA model sensitivity analysis could identify sensitive parameters

for field observations and better representation of the slopes (see Djuma

et al., 2017).
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